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Level A 

1. Which of these words has the most syllables? 

A) faithfully 
B) manage 
C) straight 

2. Which of these words has the most syllables? 

A) pointless 
B) personal 
C) perfume 

3. Which of these words has the most syllables? 

A) political 
B) management 
C) national 

4. Which of these words has the most syllables? 

A) pollution 
B) confusion 
C) education 

5. Which of these words has the most syllables? 

A) disapproval 
B) discrimination 
C) disappointment 

6. Which of these words has  two syllables? 

A) strange 
B) stranger 
C) sponge 

7. Which of these words has  three syllables? 

A) dishonest 
B) distance 
C) distribution 

8. Which of these words has four syllables? 
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A) superstar 
B) superman 
C) supermarket 

9. Which of these words has five syllables? 

A) superficial 
B) superintendent 
C) supervision 

10. How many syllables does cooperation have? 

A) 3 
B) 4 
C) 5 
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Level B 

 

1. Which of these words sounds like tread? 

A) plead 
B) bread 
C) bead 

2. Which of these words sounds like phone? 

A) shone 
B) gone 
C) bone 

3. Which of these words sounds like  bear? 

A) clear 
B) fear 
C) swear 

4. Which of these words sounds like rough? 

A) tough 
B) though 
C) cough 

5. Which of these words sounds like ward? 

A) reward 
B) card 
C) hard 

6. Which of these words sounds like quay? 

A) grey 
B) key 
C) they 

7. Which of these words sounds like our? 

A) your 
B) pour 
C) hour 
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8. Which of these words sounds like sweat? 

A) cheat 
B) threat 
C) great 

9. Which of these words sounds like grow? 

A) know 
B) how 
C) cow 

10. Which of these words sounds like wart? 

A) part 
B) quart 
C) start 
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Level C 

 

1. Which of these is a compound word? 

A) outline 
B) filling 
C) pressure 

2. Which of these is a compound word? 

A) heading 
B) headache 
C) header 

3. Which of these is a compound word? 

A) earnest 
B) earring 
C) earnings 

4. Which of these is a compound word? 

A) possible 
B) postal 
C) postcard 

5. Which of these is a compound word? 

A) signpost 
B) signature 
C) signal 

6. Which of these is not a compound word? 

A) butterfly 
B) butterscotch 
C) buttery 

7. Which of these is not a compound word? 

A) football 
B) footing 
C) footpath 
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8. Which of these is not a compound word? 

A) countless 
B) countryside 
C) countdown 

9. Which of these is a not a compound word? 

A) sealant 
B) seagull 
C) seafood 

10. Which of these is not a compound word? 

A) landlady 
B) landmark 
C) language 
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Answers 

Level A 

 

1. Which of these words has the most syllables? 

The correct answer is: A. Faithfully has three syllables; manage has two and straight has only 
one. 

 

2. Which of these words has the most syllables? 

The correct answer is: B. Personal has three syllables; pointless and perfume have only two. 

 

3. Which of these words has the most syllables? 

The correct answer is: A. Political has four syllables; management and national both have 
three. 

 

4. Which of these words has the most syllables? 

The correct answer is: C. Education has four syllables; pollution and confusion both have only 
three. 

 

5. Which of these words has the most syllables? 

The correct answer is: B. Discrimination has five syllables; disapproval and disappointment 
both have only four. 

 

6. Which of these words has two syllables? 

The correct answer is: B. Stranger has two syllables; the others have only one. 
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7. Which of these words has three syllables? 

The correct answer is: A. Dishonest has three syllables; distance has two and distribution has 
four. 

 

8. Which of these words has four syllables? 

The correct answer is: C. Supermarket has four syllables; superstar and superman have only 
three. 

 

9. Which of these words has five syllables? 

The correct answer is: B. Superintendent has five syllables; the other two have only four. 

 

10. How many syllables does cooperation have? 

The correct answer is: C. Cooperation has five syllables (co-op-er-a-tion). 
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Level B 

 

1. Which of these words sounds like tread? 

The correct answer is: B. Bread has the same sound as tread. 

 

2. Which of these words sounds like phone? 

The correct answer is: C. Bone sounds like phone. 

 

3. Which of these words sounds like bear? 

The correct answer is: C. Swear sounds like bear. 

 

4. Which of these words sounds like rough? 

The correct answer is: A. Tough sounds like rough. 

 

5. Which of these words sounds like ward? 

The correct answer is: A. Reward sounds like ward. 

 

6. Which of these words sounds like quay? 

The correct answer is: B. Key sounds like quay. 

 

7. Which of these words sounds like our? 

The correct answer is: C. Hour sounds like our. 
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8. Which of these words sounds like sweat? 

The correct answer is: B. Threat sounds like sweat. 

 

9. Which of these words sounds like grow? 

The correct answer is: A. Know sounds like grow. 

 

10. Which of these words sounds like wart? 

The correct answer is: B. Quart sounds like wart. 
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Level C 

 

1. Which of these is a compound word? 

The correct answer is: A. Outline is a compound word; it can be broken into two words: 
out+line= outline. 

 

2. Which of these is a compound word? 

The correct answer is: B. Headache is a compound word. It can be broken into two words: 
head+ache = headache. 

 

3. Which of these is a compound word? 

The correct answer is: B. Earring is a compound word. It can be broken into two words: 
ear+ring+ earring. 

 

4. Which of these is a compound word? 

The correct answer is: C. Postcard is a compound word; it can be broken into two words: 
post+card=postcard. 

 

5. Which of these is a compound word? 

The correct answer is: A. Signpost is a compound word: sign+post=signpost. 

 

6. Which of these is not a compound word? 

The correct answer is: C. Buttery is not a compound word as it cannot be broken down into 
two words. 
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7. Which of these is not a compound word? 

The correct answer is: B. Footing can’t be broken down into two words so it isn’t a compound 
word. 

 

8. Which of these is not a compound word? 

The correct answer is: A. Countless can’t be broken down into two words so it is not a 
compound word. 

 

9. Which of these is a not a compound word? 

The correct answer is: A. Sealant can’t be broken down into two words so it isn’t a 
comppound word. 

 

10. Which of these is not a compound word? 

The correct answer is: C. Language can’t be broken down into two words so it is not a 
compound word. 

 


